
CHIPPING SODBURY SCHOOL – CHINA TRIP 2014 

July 13/14 - Emily 

We arrived at Dubai Airport in the early hours of 14th July.  

Our flight to Beijing did not leave until 4.00 am. We 

arrived in Beijing at 2.00 pm local time.  After a long 

queue at security and visa checking we collected our bags 

and left the airport. 

We were on the second coach of three.  During the 

journey we were given t-shirts.  We then went to a 

restaurant which was located a few floors up.  Our first 

proper meal in China! 

Not long after we arrived at the university with most of the other students.  This meant that there 

was a big queue for the lift.  Liam tried to squeeze in but his bag caused the door not to shut. 

Eventually we settled into our rooms and some of us went downstairs to see whether there was a 

connection to wi-fi.  There were so many students using the connection it was hard to get online. 

July 15 - Kirsty 

Today we met up in the lobby at 7.45 to go and have breakfast.  We left the university hotel at 

9.00am to go to a lecture about China.   

The talk was given by a lecturer from the 

university and it lasted for about 90 minutes.  

It was a good talk and covered the history of 

China and its geography. 

We then went to have lunch at another posh 

restaurant before going to the Confucius 

Institute headquarters.  Once we arrived there 

was a speech and the tour of the building 

followed.  There were many interactive 

stations in the museum part of the tour. 

 

We then went to Beijing Zoo to see the pandas.  There were three adults pandas in separate areas.  

There was also a big gift shop.  We were allowed 30 minutes to see and photograph the pandas, 

which was surprisingly enough time. 

We then had to go to another restaurant.  This one had an amusing sign in English at the bottom of 

the stairs which said ‘carefully slide’! 



July 16 - Joe 

We woke up at 5.00 am for an early breakfast.  We then took a coach to Beijing airport arriving at 

approximately 7.30.  There was a one hour delay to check in as not enough seats had been allocated 

on the plane for all the schools flying to Changzhou. 

After checking in and rushing through security we took the 1.5 hour flight to Changzhou.  The meal 

on the plane was a choice of chicken and rice or beef and noodles.  We did not need to use 

chopsticks this time. 

We then met up with the Chinese students at the airport and took a coach to the high school.  This 

was a two hour drive from the airport in Nanjing. 

After unpacking our luggage and receiving our pink polo shirts for the opening ceremony, we went 

down for dinner with the Chinese students that we were paired up with.  There was a wide variety of 

food which was all great.  Alongside the Chinese food there was also some English food for us. 

After the meal we had some free time to use the computers in the school to e-mail home.  We also 

got to see a great sunset and I took some photographs.  We then tried to go for a walk outside the 

school grounds but it was too late, so instead we went back to our dormitory for a shower and an 

early night. 

 

 



July 17 - Maelyne 

Today was our first full day at Changzhou High School.  The day started with waking up at 7.00am for 

breakfast.  The food was delicious, especially the steamed buns. 

At 9.00am we attended the opening ceremony with everyone wearing the recently received pink 

polo shirts.  There was a talk from the principal and vice principal of the school together with other 

honoured guests. 

Straight after we had our first Chinese lesson.  Our class contained us and students from Kingsford 

Community School in London.  We started basics such as tones and strokes.  We also did a short quiz 

where Liam and staff won a prize for doing well.  Our homework was to make a Chinese name for 

ourselves.  My name is林铃 Lin Ling. 

After lunch and some self study time we did martial arts.  I wasn’t sure what I was doing but I had a 

good time.  Lauren couldn’t squat but we all managed to do the moves in the end. 

The rest of the day we were free to do what we 

liked to, such as play basketball, ping pong or 

badminton.  Later we could watch a movie or go 

to the computer room and check our emails.  

Today was very interesting and I managed to 

experience more of the Chinese culture.   

July 18 – Maelyne  

Another day in China packed with activities.  

Unfortunately Liam was sick and couldn’t join us.  

After a 7.00am start for breakfast we had our 

Chinese lesson where we learnt initials and finals.  This helped us in learning and pronouncing the 

names of countries.  Those of us who participated in the lesson were given little pots of chocolate.  

After, we continued with yesterday’s martial arts and finished the moves.  Joe was asked to practise 

later today and may be performing a performance.  At 10.45 we had some more Chinese lessons 

followed by lunch. 

The temple was a highlight so far.  We saw this massive statue of Buddha at the top of a hill.  The 

view from the top was amazing as you could see the whole of the temple site.  After that we went 

fruit picking for some delicious peaches. 

Liam: My day involved a trip to the hospital which was frantic and tiring.  After being very ill 

overnight I went to the hospital with Mr Blacker and was seen by a doctor. It was a weird experience 

as the doctors seem to treat more than one person at a time.  Following this I had a blood test 

before they decided to put me on a drip.  I felt very unwell at this point, but after four hours on 

saline and glucose drips I was feeling a lot better.  We then came back to the school for me to have a 

well-earned sleep.  On the whole the day at the hospital was hectic, but it didn’t matter as I was no 

longer ill. 

 



July 19 - Steph 

Today we woke up at around 6.45 then went to breakfast which included noodles and chocolate 

cake!  We then met the rest of the group at 7.50 and went to a Chinese lesson where we continued 

to learn the components of Pinyin. We also practised numbers and had to tell the time. 

At 9.30 we went to a music lesson when we were taught some rhythms on traditional drums and 

Miss Kenyon had to stand at the front and play.  We then had another Chinese lesson where we 

began to prepare posters on Chinese architecture.  After all of our lessons we had lunch then 

prepared to visit our Chinese buddies at their homes. 

Personally my visit was a huge 

eye opener to the cultural 

differences between the UK 

and China.  We first went to a 

shopping centre that sold 

many beautiful products.  

Some shops even gave us 

discounts on the things we 

bought.  We then went to our 

Chinese buddies’ primary 

school as their mum worked 

there. We then travelled a 

short distance to a comb 

museum where intricate 

combs  were being made with 

the utmost care.  After leaving 

the museum we travelled to their house where I helped make dumplings and played cards.  In my 

opinion the food we ate was the best we have had since our arrival, even if I wasn’t too keen on the 

frog and cabbage dumplings.  Finally we visited the table tennis club for a short game, then it was 

time to head home. 

July 20 - Chelsie 

Woke up at 6.00am for breakfast at 6.30.  At 7.10 we were waiting for the coach ready to travel to 

the gardens in Suzhou.  When we arrived the weather was very hot.  The humidity took us all by 

surprise.  We walked over some bridges and looked at the view of the water with beautiful boats on 

the lake.  Around the garden were beautiful little stalls.  The majority of the group bought the typical 

triangular Chinese hats.  Abbie was trying to haggle wherever she went.  Luckily she learnt the 

phrase for ‘too expensive’ before we arrived in China. 



We arrived back at the coach at 11.50 and went to a nearby restaurant.  Many Chinese people stood 

up and stared at us as we walked in.  During the meal we realised that the party next to us was a 

christening party.  Our food was delicious!  It consisted of duck and the duck’s head was still on a 

plate which was odd.  We had chicken and pork and other tasty delicacies. 

Our last trip of the day was to a water village in Wuxi.  There were lots of beautifully dressed 

mannequins in Chinese outfits.  We wandered round the beautiful water features and over the 

bridges and saw the fish in the ponds. 

At 4pm we walked back to the coach.  We arrived back at the school at 6.00pm.  We went straight to 

the dinner hall and had the same meal as we have had for the last few nights.  After tea Lauren and 

myself attempted to go to the computer room but it was closed.  Miss Kenyon told us that Steph and 

I should go to our rehearsal for the ceremony in Beijing. 

July 21 - Hope 

I was very tired from the early wake up and trips so I didn’t want to go down for breakfast.  I ended 

up having four minutes to run to class, but luckily there were a few minutes to spare.  We learned 

the rest of the initials and finals and then went to the computer room to finish our posters for our 

presentations. 

After that we had our second Chinese music lesson.  We learned a song about a jasmine flower – Mo 

Li Hua.  The teacher made us pass around a toy panda and then whoever  it landed on had to sing 

their own version of the song.  Nobody wanted to do it! 



Our next Chinese lesson consisted of learning the words for today, tomorrow and yesterday and 

words to describe the weather.  Our class met in the lunch hall to decide on which song to perform 

at the closing ceremony and we settled for R. Kelly – “The World’s Greatest”. 

 

In the afternoon we travelled to a dumping 

factory where we were able to make 

dumplings and then eat the dumplings we had 

made.  This was fun, but the dumplings were a 

bit smelly.  Abbie, Lauren and Maelyne liked 

the dumplings. 

July 22 - Lauren 

Today we woke up at 6.45 and went to 

breakfast at 7.00.  As soon as we had finished 

breakfast it was time to go to a Chinese lesson.  

We learned words for fruits and drinks and reviewed all of the vocabulary we have previously 

learned.  We then went to our first Chinese calligraphy lesson where we were taught how to paint 

different Chinese characters.  I was told that the teacher thought that I was brilliant! 

After calligraphy we went back to a classroom for more language lessons.  We were given a list of 

essential vocabulary for the exam followed by a mock exam, which I think everyone did really well in.  

It was then lunchtime for yet another Chinese meal. 

At 2.00 we got on the coach ready to go to the Changzhou City Museum which had an amazing 

model display of the city which was illuminated.  We looked around the museum for about 40 

minutes before returning to the coach.  At 4.00pm we left to go to the dinosaur park.  Once we were 

inside the park (which is like Disneyland) we decided to go on the ‘drop tower’ first.  On this ride 

Abbie lost her name tag, but luckily one of the Chinese students found it at the bottom of the ride.  

We went on another ride which involved lying on your front.  Hope was so excited she ran to the 

ride and fell over a bump in the pavement.   

Then we chose to go on the roller-

coaster which was probably the best 

ride, but also the most painful.  The 

seats swivelled which meant it was 

really scary when we were going fast 

round corners.  The dinosaur park 

also had real life elephants that you 

could sit on.  We eventually left the 

park to go home at 10.00pm. 

 

 



July 23 - Abbie 

Today we woke up and after breakfast headed to lessons where we learnt the words for bowl and 

chopsticks.  After the language lesson we went to another calligraphy lesson.  Once this had finished 

we had another language lesson to revise words for the test. 

After lunch we had some free time so Hope and I had a sleep, woken up by Maelyne who had come 

back to our room not realizing we were asleep. 

Afterwards we visited the pagoda near the school and could view the city from the top floor.  It was 

cool and windy that high up.  We then went to the supermarket to get some chocolate and sweets, 

although as it was so hot the chocolate melted immediately.  Later we had a further practice for the 

performance. 

 

Changzhou High School viewed from the Tianning Pagoda 

July 24 - Emily 

Today was the day of the Chinese language exam.  Most of us were in time for breakfast and then off 

to the Chinese lesson.  I thought there would be some time to revise before the exam started, but 

this was not the case.  The desks in the classroom were set out for exams with one person per desk.  

The test started with the listening section, but it was hard to work out when the question changed.  I 

found the reading section difficult when you have to choose an answer which best matched the 

statement.  The test was over after 30 minutes.  We then did our presentations with our poster.  



Liam and Kirsty went first.  After everyone had completed their presentations we practised asking 

our Chinese friends about their favourite Chinese and foreign buildings.  When we had finished we 

took a class photo.  After the language lesson we did model making in the art department.  It was 

quite fiddly.  After lunch there was another rehearsal and we changed our song to make it longer.  At 

4.00pm there was a football match at the school between the English and Chinese students.  A 

controversial goal in the last minute resulted in a 3-3 draw. 

 

July 25 - Joe  

Today was the day of the final performance in our province.  But before this and after breakfast we 

finished our models.  They looked amazing.  Abbie and I made the model of the Temple of Heaven in 

Beijing. 

After the model making we had the final ceremony.  All of the schools did a different performance. 

Some schools danced, some schools sang others did kung fu. They were all great.  Our class sang 

“World’s Greatest”.  It was scary performing in front of everyone.  We were all nervous but I think 

we did well.  It was great fun and we also took photos with the Chinese students before heading to 

lunch. 

We then packed our suitcases ready to load on the coach.  We said goodbye to our new friends and 

then travelled by coach to the airport to fly back to Beijing.  After check-in, going through security, 

we boarded the plane for a 1.5 hour flight.  Again there was a choice of chicken noodles or beef and 

rice to eat.  We then took the coach from the airport to the university hotel.  We unpacked and 

explored our rooms and discovered a shop on the second floor. 

July 26 - Maelyne 

It was sad to leave Changzhou but great to come back to Beijing.  Breakfast was served from 7.30 

until 9.00am.  Whilst some of us were happy to wake up, some had a surprise visit from the hotel 

maids!  Our task for today was to create a display about Chinese architecture.  We spent all of the 

morning creating it and by lunchtime our display was finished.  I think it was really nice.  At lunch the 

food was really tasty and more Chinese than in Changzhou.  The rest of the afternoon was quite 

relaxed. 

The evening was exciting in comparison.  At 6.30pm we met in the hotel lobby smartly dressed for 

the closing ceremony.  Although we didn’t win a prize for our display, Liam won an award for best 

efforts in class.  All the performances were very entertaining.  Chelsea and  Steph did a wonderful 



job singing and twirling.  It was a great evening.  

Everyone was given a flashing glow stick and we 

got to dance to our favourite Chinese songs.  

After the ceremony we were given our Chinese 

Bridge award certificates.  On them it said 

congratulations on our participation and passing 

the Chinese exam.  Today ended on a high. 

July 27 - Steph 

Today was an early start with breakfast starting 

at 6.30 to leave at 7.30.  Everyone was tired.  We 

first went to Tiananmen Square where there was no shade and very hot.  Random people asked us  

for photographs or tried to sell us things.  From Tiananmen Square we walked a short but very hot 

distance to the Forbidden City.  Everyone was hot and tired. 

After lunch we went to a restaurant that served Peking roast duck.  Our guide Kathy had arranged a 

nice side room at the restaurant to eat.  The food was beautiful. 

Lunch was followed by a trip to the Temple of Heaven, which was beautiful but very crowded.  

Finally we went to the Beijing pearl market where most people got some great bargains and spent 

most of their money.  Haggling in the market was fun, but left some people in awkward situations.  

After leaving the market everyone discussed their bargains to see who had the best deal. 

July 28 - Chelsie 

We had another early start this morning.  The breakfast was quite salty and the bread too sweet.  

Not as nice as in Changzhou. 

Today was the visit to the Great Wall. The views from the coach were spectacular.  We were all 

excited, but apprehensive about the steepness of the wall and 

were worried about falling backwards!  Before we started the 

climb we all had a group photo before making our way to the 

first temple/tower.  It was very tiring but the view was fantastic.  

We managed to get some photos before making our way down.  

However as soon as we reached the bottom we regretted not 

having reached the very top.  After our Great Wall experience 

we travelled to the Summer Palace.  The weather was 

scorching.  The palace was beautiful and there were a variety of 

different styles and patterns on the buildings.  After a good 

walk we went on a boat trip across the lake. The breeze was 

lovely! 

We caught the coach back to one of the restaurants we had previously been to.  The food was lovely 

and we were all rather full. 

July 29 and July 30 – Hope, Lauren and Abbie 



Got up later today at 8.45.  I then packed everything and cleaned up in our room ready to check out 

of the hotel and experience my last day in China.  It took a while before we finally left and then went 

to a restaurant for lunch.  The food was good but not our best meal.  Mr Blacker compared his watch 

to mine to see how good a fake mine was.  We then left and went to the shopping markets. Back on 

the coach we were all very tired.  We arrived at the art district and Maelyne treated us to ice cream 

which was delicious.  In the evening we had our last meal in China.  Once the meal was over we 

headed to the airport to check in for our flight home.  We boarded the plane at 11.00pm to be told 

that there would be a two hour delay due to the thunderstorm, but luckily this delay was only for 15 

minutes.  Eight hours later we arrived in Dubai.  There was a three hour wait for our flight to London.  

Whilst we were waiting a lovely old English lady started talking to me about her life during the war, 

which was slightly weird but interesting.  We soon fell asleep on the plane and I slept through 

breakfast but woke up for lunch.  The plane journey from Dubai to London was long (eight hours) 

and quite boring.  We were all pleased to arrive in London and have access to wi-fi again.   

Two hours later we were back at Chipping Sodbury School. 

We had a fantastic time and will miss China.   

 

 


